






































































































































































whose  permanent 
msi-
slence
 is outside 
California






















Wednesday (Jan. 23) 
Thursday
 (Jan. 24) 
TIME OF 
EXAMINATION 
7:30 - 9:50 a.m. 
10:00- 12:20 a.m. 
1:00 - 3:20 p.m. 
3:30 - 5:50 
p.m. 
7:00. 9:20 p.m. 
7:30 - 9:50 a.m. 
10:00. 12:20 a.m. 
1:00-  3:20 p.m. 
3:30 - 5:50 p.m. 





10:00 - 12:20 a.m. 
1:00  - 3:20 p.m.
 
3:30 





- 950 a.m. 
10:00. 12:20
 a.m. 
1:00- 3:20 p.m. 
3:30. 5:50 p.m. 
7:00. 9:20 p.m. 
7:30 - 9:50 a.m.
 
10:00. 12:20 a.m. 









- 9:50 a.m. 
10:00 - 12:20 a.m. 
:00-
 3:20 p.m. 
3:30- 5:50 p.m.
 











4:30 Group II classes 
7:00 p.m. Thurs. classes
 
7:30 Group 1 
classes
 
7:30 Group II classes 
2:30 Group II classes 
2:30 Group I classes 
4:30 Group 1 classes 





1:30 Group 1 classes 
1:30 Group 11 
classes
 
7:00 p.m. Mon. classes 
9:30 
Group II classes 
9:30 Group !classes 
12:30 Group
 II classes 
12:30 Group I classes 
7:00 p.m. Tues. classes 
10:30 
Group  1 classes 
10:30 Group II 
classes
 
3:30 Group 1 
classes  
3:30 






11:30 Group II classes 




& makeup exams 
Special & 
makeup  exams 









MWTh,  MW, WF, 
M, W, F. 
Group  







































































































year,  as the great  










































that  it is 


























iis,  if 
not  better 
than, 







 those who 
come to 
San 
Jose  State 




California,  work 
here and 
pay taxes. The 
increase  
will 
discourage  such 


















had this to say: "This
 is the 
sec-
ond
 year in a row that they've 
raised fees. It is becoming increas-
ingly difficult for students who 
came to SJS 
when  the tuition was 




"I also feel that the basis on 
which they decide your status is 
wrong.
 You have to Iv 22 years old 
or entirely self-supporting
 in order 
to get in -state tuition if you are 
from oust of California. 
"The
 average person at 22 is out 
of school .And if you are 
getting 
even a 
penny  a year from your 
parents,






















San Jose State 
































 Reno,  
told 
the Daily:






































this  time 
and added 
seniors who 
graduate  next 
Friday
 
with  only a week of 
finals remain-
ing 









































 YISITLt,  Gen. John 
L. Ryan, 
commanding general 
of the U.S. Sixth 
Army, right, talks with Lt. 
Col.  Edwin T. Rios, 
left, professor of 
military science and members 








Lt. Gen. John 
L. Ryan. Com-
manding General of the U.S. Sixth 




yesterday  afternoon. 
Gen. Ryan visited 
briefly with 
SJS 
Pres.  John T. Wahlquist 
and 
C. 
Grant  Burton,  executive dean. 
before 
stopping  in to chat 
with the 








 Col. Edwin T. Rios, 
, professor of 
military  science ex-
plained a few 
facets of cadet life 
on the campus, Gen. Ryan 
queried  




















































































 for one 
more  great 

































































































































 it, just 
as
 a part



















pocket  of a 
white  







































































































while  walking 
aneay. 
The  pencil 













 Do  
the job









keep  the pencil in 
easy reach, 





f a I s, 
thirw.  
















son of the 
registrar's
 office said 

















a lifetime, will he 
mailed  out to 
the graduates 
within
 three weeks 
of next Friday. 
Mrs. Johnson






















 to the 




















a 17 -day vacation
 before 










A greater voice in policy forma-
tion will
 be available to professors 
in the 
California  State Colleges if 
they ratify a ptoposed constitution,
 
for a statewide academic senate. 
, 
The state faculty senate issue 
arose on the 
Board of Trustees 
agenda Friday during a meeting at 
San 
Fernando  
Valley State College 
in Northridge. 
No action on the state senate 
plan
 
was adopted by 
the  Board. 
but the matter was referred to all 
1faculty members for a 
vote
 If tat -1 
ified by a majority of the faculty. 
it 











 calls for a sen-
ate made up of faculty representa-
tives from 
sill of the campuses 
to 
aid as an 
advisory 













llll  will be 
grealls  liii-
I,r1,s'mi.
 The new- 
Education
 
Building 1.1.111.1iil.  
'Pt general 
olassro lllll s 
tinclinling


























MOMS.  two math 
clink-.
 two reading el' 

































llll  s with 
adjoining  
obtain  ation 
rooms,  and






































































be the registration 
e, dat 









































































































































































































chancellor and the Trustees. Form-
ulated 
by faculty members and ad-
minismators of the 
18 colleges in 
the system at the request
 oi Chan-
cellor Glenn S. 
Dumke.  the senate 
plan 












 said the trustees
 "look with 
great interest




that they are 
"sensitive  
to the importance 
of obtaining fac-






new  program in 
the mast-
er 








































































 plans for a 
5662,000  
cafeteria for 





















 to a 
distance






















554t0  per year and 
=pacing
 a 55 
application
 tor ad-









Daily  terminates 
publi-
cation today for 
the fall semester. 
The 
first legular issue 
of the Daily 
will be Feb.
 11. the first













regular  hours 
during  finals 














nine  the 









































































and  the 
special  ad-













 S a.m. to 
5 p.m.






















































 between 9 a.m. and 
12 
noon
 and from 











 will let 
closed.
 Students 










 a.m. and 
 1 pm 
Council 
Adjourns 











The council will re
-convert"  
Wednesday. Feb. 13, when it w 
consider  special 









 for the lower
 
Inc of the GPA from a 2.23 
to 
































 rims -elm -es.















































































































appear  osi 







































 finally. page 
IT














the  college 















Spartan  Daily 
publishes  its last 



























But aid  
gli it i- the end
 of another 















than  7011 -indents
 who will be 
graduated. the 
wise student will 
realize that his 
learning  must 
neser 
stop if he is to 
keep
 pace with a 










searching  for  new ideas 
and re-e%aluating
 old 
- principle,. There Hoist be 
skepticism at all times if 
education
 
is to bring ans 
rewards







student,  however, will realize that knowledge is 
.6
 ? not
 the entire answer toward




it thl. road to 
happiness
 and 
security.  That 
know  I, 
-t edge 
lutist
 be. tempered 1.),, considerat.





itself of any %aloe at all. 
Hopefully. therefore,  at the end of a semester and the 
. 
beginning




and  its 
student-nd  no all the best that 
the
















   
The 
End  Hath Arrived
 
It has been wild, I tell you, absolutely wild  around
 here since 
finals came into shooting 
range.  Everyone keeps mumbling some-
thing about finals, 




I sit here now and look around, and what do I see? I find myself 
morbidly intrigued with the person who has been 
sitting
 with his 
finger caught in the 
typewriter roller for the past four days . . . 
and the steady "bump, bump" of the small rubber ball going up 
and down on the floor in front of me as the fine arts and news 
editor enjoy a quiet game of jacks. 
Too, the copy editor's continual battle to bite her ear fascinates 
- me, as does the editor with his glasses hanging out of his nose 
... the sight of the wire editor flapping his arms in an effort to 
fly .. 
.the  sports 
editor  
playing  the harp . . . and most of 
all, the 
sight of the advisers, poor souls. I haven't been able to figure out 
their 
strange
 antics all semester. 
What I want to know is why now? Why can't they hold on for 
another week? I have compassion for all, but why must they go 
off the deep side so 
near
 the end? 
Why, 






Martha Van Cleef, senior secretarial administration major from 
San Jose, to Roger Deal, senior electrical engineering major from 
San Jose. 
Kathi Emery from 
San Mateo, to Gary Hughes, senior physical 
education major from Belmont. An Aug. 10 wedding is in the offing. 
Claudia Brandon, Alpha 
Omicron  Pi, sophomore education 
major from San Leandro, to Wes 
DeCou, senior pre-med psychology 
major at 
Stanford






Donahue, Alpha Delta PI, sophomore in architectural 
design at Washington State University, from Pasadena, to Robert 
Heneveld,
 Sigma Phi Epsilon, sophomore pre -dental student, from 
Pasadena. 
Donna  Casentini, sophomore interior decorating major from 
Fremont, to Lyal 
Holmberg,
 junior international relations major 
from Sacramento. 
Judi Osborne. Kappa
 Alpha Theta, junior sociology major at 
University of California, 
from
 San Luis Obispo, to Ron Allen,
 Delta 
Upsilon, junior business 
major,  from Berkeley. 
Angela Kiichli, 
Delta Gamma, sophomore social science major
 
from Palos Verdes, to Bob




major,  from 
Inglewood.
 
Sue Schilling, sophomore 
marketing major from Orinda, to 
Bob  Coupes, Delta Phi Gamma, 





Pamela  Elliott. sophomore political 
science major at University 
of California 
at Riverside, from North 
Hollywood,
 to Kim Allender, 
Sigma Chi, sophomore
 public relations major from 
North Hollywood. 
Jan Johnson, 
Kappa  Kappa Gamma, senior education 
major 
from Millbrae, to Herb 
Matter,  Alpha Tau Omega, 
graduate  stu-
dent, from Long Beach. 
Marlee Meharg, senior 
education  major at San Francisco 
State,  
from San Francisco, to Dennis 
Bates, Delta Upsilon, senior sani-
tation major. from San 
Francisco.  
Gerrie Rastomily from Modesto, to Jerry Millar, junior pre -
dental 
major  from Lodi. 
NEW TRADITION
 
Sigma Pi have come up with a new onethe 
selection
 of a 
pledge class 
princess. Rick Woodman, pledge
 class social chairman, 
was the 
brains behind the idea when he 
learned  of the actives' 
plans to honor 
pledges at a dance at 
the Golden Doors in Los 
Gatos
 last week. 
Sigma 
Pis  report it was 
the  highlight of the
 evening when 
Ann 
Lurnsden,
 Gamma Phi Beta,
 was named 
princess,






 Phi as her attendants. 








second  class metier 
April  
34, 





















Saturday end Sunday, 
during
















































































By PHIL NEWSOM 
('PI Foreign 
News  Analyst 
In the words of no 
less  a per-
sonage than 
Prime  Minister 
Harold 
Macmillan,  the moment 
of truth is 
approaching  for 
Britain's bid to join 
the Eu-
ropean Common Market. 
Unless a change can be brought 
about
 in French 
President  
Charles de Gaulle's attitude
 the 
chances appear no better than 




depends  on these pro-
tracted 
negotiations, as can 
be 
seen in a 






Arnintore  Fanfant 
to 








issue  is settled, 
per-
haps  within the 
next 60 to 90 
days, 
the  question 
of a common 
European  
defense  policy























































This  week 
De Gaulle
 rejected 
both President Kennedy's 
offer 
of Polaris missiles for France 
and the Nassau
 agreement on a 
multi -national nuclear arsenal 
for NATO.
 He also sounded what 
could be the death knell for 
British 
entry  into the Common 
Market. 
Yet, unless he is willing 
to 
stand  totally alone, De 
Gaulle 
might
 not hold the final
 answer. 
De Gaulle's 
strategy  has been
 
aimed
 at ever 
closer  ties with
 
West 
Germany,  and 
Adenatier 
has
 gone along, 
including De 
Gaulle's


















a reported 80 











 by a 
Paris -Bonn 
axis,
 not only 





supports  the 



















 the big 
countries  and 
have 












 few weeks 
will be 
crucial ones
 both for 

































comes  a center
 of teen 













 to one 
college  woman,
 "Juvenile 














One  young lady 





"What  I want is 
a college man.
 That's why 




 Daily Bruin, 
said, 
"This is a great
 place to meet guys.
 None of those high
 school jerks 
bother to come
 to the library."
 
And what do 
collegians think of 
the  high school girls? 
"Too 
young and too 
dumb,"  one student told the 
Daily  Bruin. 
LIFE SAVERS 
Life-saving  telephone conversations 
are  a part of the typical 
week for the Idaho State College Poison 
Information Center. 
One 
of the first of its kind in the nation, the 
center
 was 
established in 1958. Located in the ISC Pharmacy Building, the 
Poison Information Center provides physicians with advice in 
treating poison
 cases. 
The center is equipped with a direct -line telephone which 
receives calls 
without  the delay of switchboard tie-ups. 
Index files containing 
information  about poisons,
 symptoms, 
treatments and additional
 information dealing with
 obtaining 
anti -toxins and additional
 help are housed in the 
center.  
'OTHER HALF' 







being undertaken by 








which  will be given 
by the Anthropology
 
Department, is aimed 
at giving 
senior  ROTC 
students an 
"under-
standing of how the other half lives." 
According  to the Minnesota
 Daily, IR international
 students, 
representing Korea, 
Pakistan,  India, the United 
Arab  Republic 
and Free 

































ed housing is 






be out of the question hi 
a na-
tion of 






Opinions on Housing 
Editor: 
He: JaNett McGrew's letter of 
Jan. 15: Is Miss McGrew agree-
ing with me or disagreeing? I do 
not have a copy of my original 
letter handy at the moment, but 
I must have said something to 
the effect that,
 regardless of 
whether the rules and regula-
tions in question are psychologi-
cally detrimental, they (unfor-
tunately) are necessary. And it 
will be a long time before the 
regulations are lifted. However, 
this does not necessarily mean 
that they never will be lifted; 
nothing is 
impossible. And if 
they ever are, it 
will  be because 
someone convinced the college 





en a chance to prove that they 
can, without restrictions,
 con-
duct themselves  in an adult man-
ner. Students cannot 
















































































































































































 I am in 
favor of 
encouraging  
them  to at-




















 they were. 
However, I  
dally.  What actu-











































































































comes  to less





















































































































































































In order to do more than just 
endure, the United States must 
do more than just defend; a 
war  
upon herself 
must  be waged 
while attempting 
to
 prevent war 
abroad. The 
good society cannot 
be defined
 by 800 Minute -Man 
missiles housed beneath the 
earth's surface, nor by 50 Po-
laris -bearing submarines
 lying si-
lent off the shores
 of our would-
be enemy. This may
 be the nec-
essary condition of survival, but 
it is far short of 
the sufficient. 
For  a nation to be purged of 
its 
inequities, 
for a people to be 
granted
 the reality of equal op-
portunity and rights rather than 
just its language, for the na-
tional geography to be lavished 
with loving 
concern  instead of 
the cynical 
exploitation
 of those 
who would far sooner have pri-
ate mountains of money rather 






elements  of what American-
ism was meant to be. 
WRATH  NOT ENOUGH 
What I mean to say is that 
venting one's wrath at the So-
viet Union and doing little else 
is a pathetic evasion of one's full 
responsibility
 to this nation. 
What is particularly alarming 
is that the youth of this coun-
try is being conditioned by its 
elders to accept the "givens" of 
society unquestioningly;
 the stat-
us quo tends to assume a semi -
theological significance. The nat-
ural rigidity of the aging goes 
unmolested 
by the taunts of the 
new  adults. A time of fire be-
comes an occasion for
 treacle. 
Look at this example from the 
close -at -hand: a cadet -major in 
the Air Force R.O.T.C. on 
this
 
campus is quoted in the 
"Air 




have  been reported 
to have been 
wearing their uni-
forms to 
campus  meetings of a 
"questionable political nature." 
Aside
 from the propriety of these 
words (could it be that the gen-
tleman is a Democrat 
describ-
ing a meeting 
of
 the Young Re-
publicans?) what seems particu-
larly lamentable is that here 
we 





 by a lad 
who may be 
no more than 18 
years  
old. 
YOUTH WILL QUESTION 
That the 
senior
 citizen will 
play their laudable and inevti-
table role is one of the certain-
ties of life; but is it equally cer-
tain that 
today's
 youth will ask 







 and willful  
in de-
manding 













lust  and 
the ill
-humor


























love the nation 
is to convey It 
more perfectly 
developed to our heirs. But the 
odds are 
always
 against this 
happening 
easily.
 As teachers 
we are charged with the task 
of 
tutoring the young in the 
eternal
 
values of our culture and as-
sisting 
them to honor the nation 
and 
themselves  by becoming 
creatures of 
feeling  and ration-
ality, rather than instruments
 of 
acquisition. Yet the terms of the 
dollar -economy renders its peo-
ple 
apostles  of materialism in 
spite of the proclamation that it 
is our enemy who is the fount 
of "godless materialism." 
Our efforts are mocked by the 
realization that the finest prod-
ucts of our universities are those 
who  are least wanted by the 
outside world and are often diag-
nosed as diseased by those who 
claim 
possession
 of this land. 
Even the inner temple has been
 
soiled by the misplaced zeal of 
the long reach of the account 
ant's ledger. On occasion, college 
presidencies are given to those 
who 
commend  themselves by 
their talent for hustling 
cash 
from the outside world or be-
cause they are renowned 
for 
their incapacity to displease. The 
community 
of
 scholars and stu-
dents becomes
 little more than 
a thing to be administered. And 
the students see 
this, and they 
quickly get the 





more  than 
tongue
-flapping. 













after  wave 
of those 
who  can "fit
-in,"  those 
who
 can be 
spun in 
all  direc-
tions  and 












































 of civil engineer-
ing,
 
who  is 
teaching




 the University 
of 
Western  

































influential  in the for-
mation 
of 





















much.  He added that, 
although




program  is 























aren't our students as king 
whether America's health be-
longs to the American :Medical 
Association or to some larger 
entity? And the shorelines, the 
forests, the
 system of justice, the 





the ethnic and 
racial 
minorities,  the 
Federal  relation-
ship to 
education  -- - 
Why  don't 
our
 students
 sewn to 
one? 
A college 































































































































































































































































































































































































































81.50  and 
S2.50. 
Any  group 
wishing to 
re-


























 to the 
general wadi,. 
The concert
















 at 10 P.M. 










1433 The Alameda 
'reVOPCE 
ITALIAN  STYLE" 













































co hit  
To,
 






























 Big Basin 
Way  
The 





































































































semester  has 
been 
a 





wish, it is 






























 it is 
difficult  




























productions  of 










the  Oakland 
























place  to 
dismiss:  the latest gossip, the 
concert  still 
remains  as one
 of 
the 
artistic  high points of 
the  :semester. 
Then 
there  was 
the 
magnificent





the Men's and Women's Glee Clubs




under  the 
direction of Dr. Gus I -ease, 





















 Handers music 
worked  its magic spell. 
We'll remember
 the triumphant
 return of 
former  SJS student
 
Irene































and lsolde?" And how can one forget
 how the 
..ipacity
 audience rose
 to its feet, 
cheering when





 that Irene 




we'll  recall also 
that she is 
above all else,









 here of "Panhellenion, Greek 
..nd  
the dance













 were the 
major music 
presentations,
 but also 
to be 
1..membered  








 to the Survey
 of Music. 
Literature  Classes, 
the  many solo  
recitals
 and the prig
-rams presented 
by Mu Phi 





drama we find 
an equally 
impresshe
 list of 
semester  pro-
ductions.
 Starting the 
semester off 
fur the Speech 
ant Drama 
Department
 was its fine
 production of 
Shaw's "Andrueles
 and the 














 farce, "Amedee." 




 or bad, "Amedee" 




 he has been exposed to it. 







A complete change of scenery, 










Three  Bears." 
There  we sat, in 
College
 The-
ater, a lone adult in 
a sea, and 
a rough one, of children. They 
talked, they got restless, 
they 
laughed, they talked to the
 ac-
tors on stage and they appar-
ently loved every 
minute of it. 
It 
would  be 














































 a long 
semester.  It's 
been 































































































































THERE?   Allan 
Sherman will be there, at the 
Civic Auditorium Jan. 25 at 




of comedy ar,d safirci made 
famous
 by his best-selling album, 
"My Son, th,. Folksinger." Sher-
man, 
an























U Lewis and Jerry Lester. 
Sher -
man's new a:bum, "My Son, the 
Celebrity," takes a few comic 
swings at overnight successes. 
Tickets for Sherman's appear-
ance are now on sale at the 
Sari Jose Boo Office in the St 
Claire Hotcl,  
I'eduesday,
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Daily  I Sunday



















COATS  from 18.75 
SUITS from 
18.75 
SKIRTS from 6.95 
D7T.S.S.ES from 8.25 
RAINCOATS
 from 8.95 
PePq1.4 












mit  to .11 all 
)0111 114pokm 
1011a). NIP, that 
!..itlSi.  







NIIII1  hate 
ast. le Id .1 











































































































9 chosen as the 
°Os...Ad-Pis














of the V,. 
 
B , J senior Social 
Science `, and 
o P Puss 
Mind, and 

















































BUYING  POWER GIVES YOU 
MORE MONEY 
CALIFORNIA  BOOK Co._  
Just 1/2 block from 
campus 
at






















































named to the 
Spartan varsity
 All -Opponent 
team. 
selicted  by 
the players. 
ington State tied 
with  Josephson 
for the
 fullback spot. Reed's team-
mates. All-American Hugh Camp-
bell WAS also 
named to the team. 
Dale Keller of 
Arizona  State 
coach Bob Titchenal announced. was named at the other
 end spot. 
Beriy.
 the quarterback 
at Ore- 
Tackle  Lionel Aldridge of Utah 
gon. was named along with four 
Stale.
 guard John Gamble of 1-70P. 
of his teammates. The other
 









State and halfback Bobby 
Santrag.  
I S 
tackle Steve Barnett, guard of New 
Mesir° weee also named. A, 
Mickey Ording. halfback
 Mel Ren- 
In final statistics just released. 




















 Reed in net yard 
rushing with 
579  and 
Winners of the 1902 NCAA 
ti 







San  Jose 
State  harriers ate to be 
Rand 
Carter  was
 the top 
man in 
honored at a banquet a week from 
istssing statiatics with I65 pass at- , 
tonight at 7 at Vahl's Restaurant 
tempts, 
90 completims, 902 yards 
.crul 




 with .535 per 
cent
 of I 
The distance squad,
 which fin -
passes completed. 
isheci runner-up in the 1961 NCAA 







son who caught 23 passes for 352 
this year to bring home all the 
yards and three
 touchdowns, 
honors from East Lansing, Mich.. 
where the meet 
%vas
 held late in 
November.
 
The dinner will be presided over 
by 
sportscaster  Gene Harrington. 
master of ceremonies. and San 
Jose Mayor Bob Welch will serve 
as honorary chairman of the affair. 
Paul Baracker will be the exe2u-
tive chairman. 
Other fetes for the
 Spartans
 
have been ceremonies at Pell Alto 
and San Mateo in the past months 













 Break Ski 
Specials  
Late 
Shipment  of 
MEGGI SKI SWEATERS 
















Largest  Selection in The 














































public fen $3 at 
the  SJS Athletic 
It
 ornament






sters, a track booster 
group  com-
prised of San Jose 
businessmen. 




 the Spartans 
Cites  
country
 strength could be put to 
good 
use in long distance events. 
It is hopeful that coach
 Dean Mil-
ler's 
crew can add a long list 
of 
records to 
the SJS honors 
already 
sprinkled among




coach  Bud Win-
ter's former stars. 
Record
 times may 
he run in 
length from 880 yards to six 
miles.  
Competitors as 
Dan  Murphy, Ron 
Davis, 




 Gene Gurule, plus 
many  
others,
 will be the 
nucleus  of the 
distance 




-Say Baby, how about inak 
ing the 'rounds' uith rue to. 





Wee!  The 
'Big
 
Spender'  must base already 





























 a 184 
mark 






Lanctot  and 
Jeff 
















The  title 
win-
ners





means  that 
the
















Alpha No. 3 
teams tied 
for  second- another 
meet 






marks. The I 





Sig Eps squad 
had an 
18-9  record. 
work 








along with House of 

















178. Bob Kane's 183 






 year. He 
was  here,










 Hall West 
tion 
on





















































regained the first place position
 
again.
























niateh.the winning keglers needed 
University of 
Oregrn  










The first activity on the 
intra-
mural calendar for the 
upcoming  
















































































bowled  the third 
highest individual












































































"THE MORE BOOKS YOU 





"Right on Campus" 

























































































































effort to pick up its la, 
the young season.
 








fit Tucson on 
Fcl..
 8 and 
9, respectively.
 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Coach  Bill 
Turner's  




squads  in 



















most of the 


























Bedell,  6-6, 
George 
Maentz,  6-6, 
and  Pete 
hilleher,







backcourt crop includes Jim 
Shanor, John 






. all of whom are 6-0 
or over. 
I Turner has coached the Stanford 
frosh 
teams  to winning records the 
last four years, 
and  is expecting 
to make it five in a row this 
season. 






 s -If  
Goodell. at the post and NI.Well 
and Craig Fergus in the back-
court. Frank Tarrant ts, Ben 
Bouer and Jack Miller give 5.15 
good bench strength. 
The following evening the 
Spar-
tababes will tangle with arch 
rival 
Santa Clara in 
Civic  Auditorium. 
George 
Herning's





should give the 
defensive -
minded 
Spans  a stiff 
test.  
Erie 
Paulson,  a 6-1 
guard  frosts 
Sunnyvale, is the 
main  essg in 




named  player of 
the 








Levitt,  a 6-6 
center who 
was chosen





































































































wits -re the 
dining
 is 























 last year's game
 
Vance Barnes
 of SJS (24) 
is 




 of SJS and 
Leroy Jackson 
(15)  of SC look 
on.





Fourth degree black belt holder 
Makoto Obayashi, who won seven 
consecutive exhibition matches in 
the Buddhist Invitational Judo 
Tournament Sunday, is consider-
ing attending San Jose State next 
semester. 




 Uchida's already 
strong team its highest ranking 
matman. 
Wednesday.  



















Feb.  2 in 
the Civic Auditor-
ium 
against  the 
league  leading 
Santa 
Clara 
Broncos.  The Spar-
tans  will meet 





The Broncos will play two games 
in the Mid
-West  before they 
re-
turn  to San Jose for
 the game with 
the 




 scoring teen 
in the
 country 
when  thcy 
phi!  
Loyola 
of Chicago Jan. 





wing  night in (7incinnati.
 




 the league still 
face  the Spar-
tans In the B  ass game. The 
bans ards will be 6-8 
Gene  \Mel& 
arid  6-7 Joe Weis's. Leroy Jackson 
6-6, will be at the pivot. 
In the backcourt
 the Broncos 
have 6-1 Tim Cullen, 
6-0 Joe 
Meagher' and 5-11 Russ Vrtutko-
vich.
 All three see considerable ac-
tion for SC. Vrankovich was a 
big  
scorer in  the tournament. He 
scored 25 points against 1.10P. 
In addition to 
the big men up 
front, coach Dick
 Garabaldi is us-
ing sophomores Bruce Asch and 




while  Asch is 6-4. 
The Broncos have eompiled 
8-0 
record  In the league play by 
defeating Peppersithe, and Loyo-
la of Los Angeles twice. The 
Spartacs tt SC in the tourna-
ment 65-d2 as Santa Clara com-
piled a 1-2 
record
 in the contest. 
Pepperdine, the league champion 
last year, is currently in fifth place 
Origin of 
ABC  
NEW YORK (UPI/ -Modern 
Ixavling's remarkable growth 
dates back to Sept. 9, 1895, when 
the American Bowling
 Congress 
was organized with the objective 




EXCLUSIVE LESIONS BY ORANGE 
BLOSSOM 















































































I ;  '  I ;  111411111 IL 
ill 





The  Waves have 
ari uuirn-
pressive 8-6 record overall this 
year. 
Robert  "Duck" 










 Stu Inman says 
that 
Was-lick is one of the best 
players
 in the league.
 Last year 
the 6-5 senior 
was named to the
 
All-WCAC
 team. He was 
also  
tamed to the ail
-tourney











 the league team 
bolt  

















 squad.  Lin-






Steve  Gray, last
 year and 
Wan 1.11,0 




















HONE 294-6635  Ext. 908, Wed. and 












 for you 
no.. All
 





















































Marian  Hall, 








off.  Call 
Lan. 
293-9599.  
























 Ask for 
Linda
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507  S. 
4.h. 
Jane

























from  school. 















































































I girl to 




























 body needs 
little
 
work   
' ''"










ipring  Contract. Cath. 
Warner  s 
Center.
 








Girls.  App. 
apt. 2 
bdrms.  2 




















offer.  297-9131. 




 Manor. CY 
5.9965 Anne
 Logan. 














cont.  Reduced rate 
wner transfer.
 M  
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 Apt, House 









































































rnn-,-rbe the chaps, N  . 




typing - 0 -e 
24 -
Will person who took Bus. Law 
tett ard 
notebook 













































 -ad Mary 
R,der to Nebr 0' 





.  A 
CLASSIFIED 
RATES:  
25; a line 
first  insertion 






TO PLACE AN AD: 
Call at Student Affairs 
Office -
Room  16. Tower 






Check  or Money Ordor. 











 us to offer 
you 
50% 








































































































































































to work as a 
hasher 
next semester? Better start "bon-
ing up" because hashers are going 
to have to go to school or else 
they'll be in 
the "soup." 
Really  
its not that had. A new 
single one -hour
 class is being 
planned 
by SJS's Sanitation 
So-
ciety. The
 purpose of this 
class 






prospective  food service 
personnel. 
It is 
hoped that by 
this course. 
a 
hastier  will 
become
 a server 
of 
food 
and not a 
handler of 
food. 













 clean-up of 
the  kitchen and 
dining  area. 
Of the 80 









 sanitation and food and









   
employed as food service
 person-
nel. Each class 
will hold 50 per-
sons, therefore
 making it neces-
sary to 






 a period of two weeks 
during the first month of the 
spring semester. 
The program is being planned 
under the leadership of Dennis 
Bates, president of 
the  society. 
He and other society
 members 
will
 act as lecturers for the classes. 
Monthly follow-up
 inspections 
are another aspect of program. 
Eighty inspections will be held 
monthly requiring eight sanitari-























have  never 




















 or to 
either  side. 
Let 
us












213 S. First 






































































































































































students  may 
sign up for 

























 11. This is 
the  first 
time a San
















lectures  at 





 meet in 
A201


























 to go for 
that after date 
snack.











 is the 
deluxe
-combination.  It 
















 always will be a 
continual  




additional  classes 
will be 
held 
throughout  the 
semester 




stated,  "We are pleased 
with the 
program





Sought  for 
Spring  
Students are 
being sought to fill 
40 positions 
as
 orientation hosts for 
new and 
transferring  international 
students, according to Nani Rao. 




Hosts will be allowed to pre -
register, Miss Rao said. Students 
may sign 
up in the College tinlon 
or Adm210. 
Duties




















for that special time 
This
 weekend, drive or walk 
to the friendly Flower Shop 
next to 
Spivey's  and pick up 
the flowers




















































































































































































You Only Have To Crawl 
to 





YOU MAKE NEW 
FRIENDS
 . . . 
All  I 
Did  
Was Recommend Them 
to Robert's. 
You Can Even 















TOP PRICE FOR YOUR 
BOOKS.
 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































 (pre -sec) 











































































































Marvin  L., 
Jr.  














Gneral  Elementary 
Boscacci, 









James  G. 
English 
Brady, Robert John 




Brown, Edward Yorke 
Geography 
Brown,
 Helen Ogden 
Librarianship  
Brown, Jean R. 
General Elementary 
Brown, Melva Madsen 
General 
Elementary  
Brown,  Patricia Enfield 
General  Elementary 
Brown,  Roger Nevil Robert 
Spanish
 
Brown, Shirley Carol 
General 
Elementary 
Brown, Ursula Theresa 
English
 












 Neal Edward 
Real Estate & Life
 Ins, 
Bryant,  Larry L. 
Accounting
 & Finance 
Buchser, Herman 
Robert,  Jr. 
Spanish  (pre -sec) 
Budwin,  Howard Marvin 
Speech & Drama 















































































































































































































































































Thomas M. Vance 
Advertising  
Chisholm,
 Daphne Margaret 
Nursing
 
Chopping, Kenneth Eugene 
Real Estate & Ins. 
Christian, Sylvia Galli 
Social Science 







Clanton,  Richard Lee 
Physical Educ. (pre -sec) 
Clark, Gerald
 W. 
Accounting & Finance 







 & Drama 
Compass°, 





Michael  John 
Civil Engineering 
Connally, 




































































































































































 Educ. (pre -sec)
 
Della Maggiore, John 
Charles
 




Dornonske,  Betty Jean 
Iuineau 

















Duffey,  Paul 
Stephen  
Bacteriology 

























 Edith Sean 
Home Economics 
Edwards, Thomas L. 
Medical Technology 
































& Pers. Mgmt. 
Farr. Gary Munro 
























Fikes, Bobby J. 
Ind, Arts 
Sec. 












































































































































 & Pert Mgmt, 
Garcia,
 Morris f 
Mrketing
 








 (pre -sec) 
Gafliff, Sharon Lynn 
Speech Arts (presec) 
Geary. Barbara Kaye 
Sociology 






















& Ind. Mgmt. 






 & Finance 







 John Joseph, Jr. 
Industrial Arts 
Gosliner, Kenneth Wayne  
Marketing  




























































































































































































 Larry Boyce 
Mechanical Engineering
 
Hendricks,  Frank 
Douglas. Jr. 
Geography 







Barbara  Jean 





Hernandez, Theodore Richard 
Business
 Educ, Sec. 
Meyer. Ruth Ellen 
Commercial  Art 
Hillburg,
 Richard W. 
Biological  Science 
Hird, Robert Irving, Jr. 
Physical Educ. 
(pre -sec) 





 & Drama 
Hoheisal. Jeanne Anne 
Police
 
Holbrook, Gary Winfield 
Industrial 
Arts Sec 
Holladay,  Kenneth Neal 
Civil 
Engineering  
Homan, Clyde J. 
Sociology
 
Hong, Tony Maywinq 
Electrical
 Engineering 
Hoover, Claudia Kay 
Occupational Therapy
 



































Gayle  Kathleen 
Kind..Prirn. & Spec. Cred. to 
Teach



































Pers.  Mgm+. 























































































































Melina  Rae 




















Kenai, Jean Kikuye 
General Elementary
 
Kean, William Joseph 
Electrical Engineering
 
Keitges, Mary Judith 
Kindergarten -Primary 





Bus. & Ind. 
Morn+.  
Kelly. 



















King, Edward L. 
Civil 
Engineering  
King, Susan L. 
Gen.






























Malcolm  Ben 
Ind. Arts
































































 L  
Laird.
 Suson 































 (pre -sec) 
(-este,
 







 James D. 








(Continued  on 



























































































































































































































































 (pre -sec) 







Lymberis,  Pauline 
Horne Economics 









McCann. Cecile Nelkn 
Art  










 John C. 
Industrial Arts 
McCollum, Sarah Frances 
English (pretsec) 
McCulloch,
 Rea Bert 






 Kenneth L. 
General 
Elementary 

























Dennis  Hudson 
Marketing 
Malory. William A. 
Psychology  

















Markle. David Lee 
Recreation 
Marsh. Raymond Joseph, Jr. 
Life Science (pre -sec) 

















Physical Education Sec. 









Martha  Ann 
Social 
Science  







 Russell Blaine 
Real Estate & Insurance
 
Mayhew Kenneth Lee 
Ind. Relations & 
Pers. Mgmt. 








By THOMAS A. CRAWFORD 
BANGOR, Maine (UPI )--Two 
days before 
President Kennedy 
flew back to 
Washington  from an 
election campaign trip with a 
re-
ported cold, one arm of the 
Stra-
tegic
 Air Command (SAC) flexed 
its muscles to see if it was ready. 
 It was the 4038th Strategic 
Wing, Eighth Air Force. at Dow 
Air Force Base near Bangor, 
Maine. 
The 4038th didn't realize at the 
time that its activities were a 
prelude to the most tense and busy 
week in SAC since its inception. 
But it performed 
as though it 
did. 
This exercise in the fierce 
com-
petition for excellence within 
SAC  
is called the "Golden Hour 
Tango." 
It is unique to 
the Eighth Air 
Force, which operates








designed  to determine the 
alert capability of SAC 
bombers 
.and 
tankers,  the mobility of an en -
'tire base and the versatility and 
imagination  with which it attacks 
a disaster, military or civilian. 
; The "Golden Hour Tango" 
started about 3 am, in a staff
 room 
of Eighth Headquarters, 
Westover  
they ran toward the 
aircraft.  
/ Within three minutes, crews
 
were cocking the planes. 
In less than 
five minutes. 
dozens 
of jet engines 
were  generating. 
That was the big thing as far as 
the 4038th Strategic 








to war. That success gave the unit
 




 score card. 
But it was
 only the beginning of 
an
 all -day examination. Testers 




ing their degree of 
readiness.  
Later  in the day, two security 
violations were 
detected on the 
flight line, snipping 
at
 the unit's 
score. 
And when a cloud of black 
smoke puffed up in front of a 
hangar full of F101 Voodoo jet 
fighters, disaster
 control got a 
workout.  
Square
 yellow tow trucks dodged 
into the 
smoke  to pull the 
fighters  
beyond the 












 indicating the 
simulated  
nuclear  weapon was en-
Air Force Base, near 
Chicopee  
gulfed in flame and 
the crews 
Falls, Mass., where an inspection 
withdrew. A puff of red 
smoke 





the. detonation of 
from master 
sergeant





gathered for a 
briefing. 
Finally,  the 








 a path to the dis-
group was 
aboard





 in their silver noble -
like suits. 
ing toward Maine
 on a seemingly 
routine  flight. But 
































received 11.760 out of a pos-

























turned their thoughts to hunting In 









 is an 
expen-
sive load of 
baubles.  







laden  with 
mil-





missiles  with nuclear
 










the alert site about the same time 
as 
the  claxon. 
Within 30 seconds, the first 
crewman burst through a funnel 
'Wine from
 the Bull Pen. He was 




 for the critique. 
The
 exercise placed the 4038th 
ninth on the list ot 11 units in the 
the 
Maine woods and young 
navi-
gators were reminded of the at-




the respite was 
shorthved.  
Sunday  night, 



















ing in their planes,  others dispersed 
to civilian airports and others took 
to the air. 











fer  the first time,
 where 
then'  




shelters  wars 

















Timothy  Andrew 
Geography
 
Miller, Vernon Royce 
Ind.
 Relations & 
Pers.  Mgmt. 















































Morello,  Frank Charles, Jr. 
Political Science 
Mortenson,  Rodney 
Allen 
































 N  
Nagel, Phyllis Myrtle 
Physical  Education Sec. 









































Duane  S. 
Bus. & Ind. 
Mgrnt. 
- 0  
Ogden, Gerald Robert 
Accounting & Finance 
Ogden,
 Paul Seavey 
Public Administration 
Ogle, David George 
Mechanical Engineering 
Olivier&








Opdyke. Bruce Alan 
Ind. Relations & Pers. Mgmt. 
Ophus, Denise 
Sharon  
Homemaking (pre -see) 
Otani, Bob Ryuichi 
Bus. & Ind.
 Mgrnt. 
 P  
Palino,
 Gerald Francis 
Chemistry 






Frank  John 






Parrott  Maita Emily 
Business Educ. (prcsec) 







Parton,  Robert Kitt 
Marketing 
Pearson, 















Ind. Relations & 
Pars. Minst. 
Petersen. 
Larry  LeRoy 
Psychology
 
Peveler, James J. 
Accounting



























Poulos,  William T. 




















Gerald  L. 
Drama 
Prouse, 











Music Special Sec. 




 Worth III 
Public Relations 
Putman, Kathleen Armstrong 
Social Science 














Raney, Norman. Jr. 
Marketing 







Reddington, Leatrice Vollmer 
General Engineering 
Redlack, Karen Joyce 
Math 
Redman, June Modena 




















Reiner, Raymond T. 
Ind. Arts Sec. 
Renaud, Laura Ellerin 







Physical Education Sec. 
Richardson.











Rigsby, Robert A. 
Math
 
Rike, Thomas J. 
Physical  Educ. (pre -size) 






Rizzuto,  Sandra Lee 




Rockey, Dennis M. 
Aeronautics (Operations) 







Romero, Charles Rudolph 
Bus.
 & Ind. Mgrnt. 
Root,  John S. 
Industrial Arts 
Roth, Lila May Libby 
General 
Elementary  





















Saiki, Gilbert Toshirni 








Samuelson, Donald A. 
Psychology 
Sanbrook,



















Gen Elem & 
Speech



















































Barbara  Louise 
Homemaking



























































































High  & 
Speech


















































































Smith, Ronald Dee 
Math 











































Sharon  Jean 
Art
 
Steininger,  Ronald 
Speech 














































































Relations  & Pers. 
Mgmt.
 




















































































































































































































































Walker, William Clark 
Social Science 
Walker, William Guy 
Math 
Walton,
 Emily Susan 
Physical
 Education (pre -sec) 






 & Ind. Mgmt. 
Watanabe, Joe Fuji° 
Electrical Engineering 
Watkins, 
George  Hughes 
English
 
Watts, Sandra Mierle 
General Elementary 
Wayne,
 Mark Nicholas 
Marketing
 
Weaver, Martha Jean 
Sociology  

















































Bus. & Ind. Mgrnt. 







Bus. & Ind. 
Mgmt.  
Wicks, 














































































Electrical  Engineering 
Yoshida, 






 Gerald Dale 
Industrial  Technology 
Younger, Carolyn J. 
Sociology 
Yrueta, Carlos Ignacio 




Bus. & Ind. Mgrnt. 
 Z  




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































lowest possible prices. Try our 
fine
























































































































































































































exporters  a 
better 
deal.  They 
have  obtained



























 Recife to 
Washington,
 has come to 
under-
stand that nothing 
will
 save the 
old 
ways.  This region is going 
to hate 
a revolution. It 
will  be 
a peaceful industrial
 revolution or 





 agency has 




of Development of the Northeast, 
or SUDENE). It is headed by a 
special cabinet minister, Celso 
Furtado. His  enemies call him a 
Marxist but he has the full back-
ing of his personal friend, Presi-
dent Kennedy. 
Alongside Recife's winding ca-
nals, other new factories are mak-
ing rum. Some 
make
 vodka and 
other spirits, too. These 
factories
 
would have been 
built in Cuba 
if it were not for 
Fidel  Castro. The 
distillers who once
 used Cohan 
sugar are making a fresh
 start 
here. 







 this faith. They 
believe that 


























tial reaction of several
 key Re -
























































































































defeat  was 
engineered by an 
unusual
 coali-






The liberals feared he was not 
liberal
 enough despite private 
as-
surances
 he gave some 
of them 
"Those













 basis ! 
of 
admission  in 
1862 to 






























































































































sales  and sales 
management
 













































































 may have 
found an 





will win broader 
congressional
 
suprxirt than had been anticipated 
earlier.  
Amid generally cautious reac-
tion, two high -placed Republicans 
on the House 
Ways and Means 
Committee said that Kennedy has
 
moved  closer toward theit think-
ing than they 
had expected in his 
tax -cutting formula and his pledge 
to
 clamp restraints on nondefense 
spending.  
Kennedy told Congres.s in his 
state of the Union message that 
the proposed tax 
cuts  would he 
spread over three years and that 
his new budget will call for an 
over-all 
reduction in federal 
spending  exclusive of defense, 
space  and interest on the 
public  
debt.  








Republican  on the 
I committee which will hey 
e life -
and -death power
 over Kennedy's 
Jag 
program.  "I am very pleased 
that Kennedy has recognized that 
tax cuts should be put 
into context 
with 
reforms  in 
expenditures."
 







Republican,  said that the 
tax program, as sketched in 
broad  
outline by the 
President  today, 
"seems very 
definitely to be pief-




he would help 
break  the gram 
published 
during






three  weeks:. 
Kennedy's 
medicare  program. 
Senate GOP Leader Everett
 M. 
The ultra -conservatives lined 
Dirksen, Ill., who is expected to 
This statement was 
made  by committee 







Prof. William W. 
Van Alstyne molly 
















up against Landrum in ietaliation go on the Finance Committee, 
tor the support given to the
 ad -made it clear he might oppose 
School in the 
January issue of the 
.Supreme  Court test 
dealing  with 





last Wet -Ines- 
loopholes reforms
 however. 
University  of Pennsylvania 
Law i the suppression 
of
 speech, the au -






oppose  any cut 
Review.
 Professor Van 
Alstyne'sithor points
 out that "universities
 
'article
 considers the 




 by conservatives to 





Constitution  restricts 
!both  parts of the 
test.  They have 
the rights of 
state university 
offi-  i improperly 
identified  the kinds 
of
 
  cials to bar 
controversial 
speakers  !evils 





 to prevent, and 
The author points out
 that "a 





number of guest  
lee- 'standards










 on cam -
university 
campuses  by 
recognized
 pus will 









 by members 
of the 




 decided to 
bar speakers
 on the 









 those to whom  
the students
 
















 than the content
 of 













deliver  on a given
 oc-
e,9e on 
lished name of SJS
 as a 
first-rate
 
organizations,  such as the 
Ameri-  
icasion.  He argues that a 




Union. the Na- 
!speech must be 
based on the 
con -
Bona!  Student 
Association  and 









Professors,  have 
strenuously! 




 to this 
state of 
affairs.
 I university 
may only 
bar  a guest 













 him "will 
intol-
erablyburden
 the school's 
facili-
ties."  Burden, in 
turn, is to be 
judged on 
the  basis of the 
time. 
place and 














 a far 




 him,' , 
lions 
on guest speakers 
altogethes. 
Any 
other  policy 
necessarily  ex-
presses a skepticism
 of student 
intelligence 
and fear of 
the ap-
peal 







imperatives  of 

















 will be 
available

























 to be 




explains  in 
lay-




of a meeting. 
Dr. 
Bruntz  patte-ned 
the refer-
ence
 after a 




 he had 



















 the head 
of
 the histozy 
and




Los Gatos Union High 
School.
 
During his 16 -year stay 
at
 the . 
Los Gatos high school, the profess-
sor instructed
 the now -famous en-
t e r t a i n m e n t ,  stars Olivia 
de Heal- ! 
!land and
 Joan Fontaine. 
The professor 
joined the Sun. 
Jose State faculty in 1946 follow-
ing his Los Gatos high school 
stay., 
Since his wheal at SJS, Dr. 
Bruntz has been active in begin- , 
rung two political science
 orient' 
campus groups. Intemation Rela-
tions Club and Model United Na-
tions, which he initiated in 1952. 
;owe their existence to Dr. Bruntz' 
sif 
fort -S. 
Graduated from Hasting C s ol-
,-,9., 












oirsg  roe. 
eu 























































 in his field. 
A 








been  a 
member 
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LOS 
ANGELES  
























censorship  in 1962 
easily 
rivaled  that of any previous
 
year.  From coast to 








how  far 
away  an 
approaching
 



















































article  that "the 
ABA Com-
mittee's  position with regard to 
Communist speakers is wrong. 
Settled principles of 
constitutional
 
control of the legislative machin-
..ry of the 
House. 
, repeal of the 
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200
































tremors  to 









The  tremors 
are the 
result  of 











who  is 
employed



















device.  The 

































 his team 
have a 
$120,-

















"We hope to 
be able to 





waves of natural 
'quakes and
 tremors and 
those ' 


































 low este, ors 
Adding




















particularly in the 
Midwest, stu-
dent bodies were 
quarantined from 
a variety of 
political  heresies." 
on policy 
grounds, and













































































law require a liberality in state 
university rules dealing with guest 



































































FILET OF RIB 
$1.24 







































Sex UNIVERSITY CREDITS 
56 













 and the great. 
Oct 
diversification 










necessary  tour 
serv 
cos. 
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$1989 
San 
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sightseeing.  erenIng 



























































corp.  Watt' 
tit%  011 
:in essential 
along 

























339 S. lst St. 




















































































































































Go to Curtner's for expert 
repairing  
of
 all makes and 
models,  and 
for  parts 
and 
accessories. 












reporter  stopped on campus 
last week, to ask SJS 
coeds, "Is it alright to 
neck 
on the first date?" 
Mary Warner, right, 
by George Martin 
















MONROVIA,  Liberia 
(UPI)--- crease




-r.c, years go 
Th,nas
 H. E. graduates teaching in 
secondary 







. pioyee is  for
 a $100 stint -
a to 
be
 own out 
o another . . 
eligible
 
To Liberian Education Minister village when a makeshift bridge 
ars. .p  
sentritive for President 
Kennedy  
ni awarded by the San Jose 
,John Payne Mitchell there is 
only 
, in the Midwest 
Today he is a Peace Corps rep- 
one thing wrong with 
the project 







Quimby, former Michigan Demo-
 "I wish I could have gotten 200 
cratic National Committeeman,
 Peace Corps volunteers," he told 
, directs a 91 -member 
project
 in a reporter. 
, Liberia that has given Africa's
 Mitchell said what the volun-
oldest republic a 180 per cent
 in- teers lack in experience in Africa 
and the classroom "they make up 
in enthusiam. 
" .  
" 
"They are youngsters who want
 Two other volunteers awaiting 
Audiovisual. Loan. are 
available
 
to do something," he said. They assignment
 in Monrovia were dis- I 
' 
aren't bureaucrats interested in a patched 
to
 Bopolu in a four- 
from more than 26 separate
 











 have bran 
Liberian 
Planning  Director J. 
running
 
boards  much of the 
time
 
made for the spring '63 
semester
 
Milton Weeks said the ultimate 
as it 
traversed






















situation will be "revolutionary."' 
along the way. 
At
 one point, a log 
"They will decrease our drop- 
bridge had 
to be rebuilt before! 
Total  Enrollment 
out rate and 
improve




By their professional 















volunteers  had 
what
 they 


























which were men. Two 
before the enrollment
 was 177 
"the greater number 
of
 these were 










































 1.,&M's choice 











 in some 
unfiltered 


















 like to smoke. 
boats. Two Peace Corps  doctors 
 
Supplying the 
volunteers  once 
they get in place 
is




One day in September
 two vol-
unteers in the mud 
hut village 




they were bothered 




la big white cat. 
In one remote village, accessible 
only by a trail that aashes out 
UN 
St 
on occasion in the rainy season. 
two volunteers teach in a school 
whose principal has had only one 
year of college. One of the 
students,
 
in the fifth grade is 22 years old 
Quimby 
said volunteers and 
staff alike are pleased with the 
lack of red tape in the Peace 
Corps. 
"Here, the emphasis is on the 
initiative of the individual volun-
teer," said Quimby,  who was di-
rector of workmen's compensation 
in Wchigan under Gay. G. Mennen 
Williams, now assistant secretary 
of state for African affairs. 
Quimby isn't exactly a volun-
teer in the same sense 
as one of 




 plus living expenses. His 
annual
 salary is $16.320. 
But Quimby,






 to think the 
staff and 
volunteers  are alike  in 
that they all have to rely on "our-
selves and 
our  own power" in 
Africa to a 
greater extent than 
they would 
in the United States 
With the help of bush pilots 




same  of the 






V. S. Tub-, 





Volunteers had to 
be
 flown into 
one coastal 





 NATIONS N.Y. 
(UPI)  
The United Nations 
has taken 
steps to speed 
development
 of in-
formation media in areas lacking
 
adequate mass 





 expected to pao-
dace 




 television and film 
tacit)/ ic; 
in Asia. 
Africa and Latin 
Amer.,.
 
The as ad organization 
a.,  
stirred
 into action by a 
stria( , 
made ty the U.N. Educational 
''scientific and Cultural Organize -
ion (UNESCO) 
showing  70 per 









TIT(M  T1 
from the survey, an estimated  
tan
 
'Alban persons lack the benefa, 
'nherent  in mass media in such 
fields as information, education, 
culture and entertainment. 
The 
General Assembly's Social.  




ion inviting the U.N. 
Technical  























 students or 
any  group can 
get a big, hearty
 weekend 










Saturday  and 
Sunday. 





















 S. 3rd 
Police Officers' Wives. Married 
' 
senior




 may apply for the San 
Jose State Dames Club 
scholar-
ship of $100. 
In addition to these scholarships,
 
there are others 
covering
 18 
ferent fields of interest, includma
 































































































































































division  or 
graduate 
student 








 to any 
sophomore 
or junior 
who  plays a 
string 
instrument.  
The  Kiwanis 
Club  of Willow Glen 
awards two 
,S150 
scholarships  to 
graduates  of 
I  Willow Glen 
High
 School, while 
the son or daughter 
of any San 
'Jose City 

































































































E. Smite Cie,. PO IOW 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































Session 2:00  p.m.- 6:00 
p.m. 











 in inefficiency 
and 
corruption,  
like  in some




























































































































What has been 

















and  trends for 14 




























 interest in 
















three  have 
diminished
 in the





stupid,  nor are they
 becoming less 
well
-trained. 
They  have 
become 
less 




 and less 








which  14 years ago had 
anywhere 
from
 three to 10 
men 
who 
could  assume to 
leadership. 




 bigness, a 
grow-
ing gap 
in liaison and 
under-
standing between top 
management  











Martindell said inflation, which 













live  in 
some 
of









remaining  one  








living in a 
village and 
in a city in 
Turkey. And 
80 per cent 
of
 the 




































































 prosperity, glosses over the nor- 




 character -building adversity!
 
in business. He 
classifies
 such ad-
versity as "business bellyaches." 
"In the last 30 years, few busi-
nessmen have had anything
 to 
make 
men out of them," Martin -
dell said. "They have no chance 
to get the kind of 
experience  which 
is
 character -building. 
"Adversity makes men








Deily 10 to 8 
Open Sat. & 






the largest pet shops



































































































































































Spring  . . . 
Summer
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BROTHERS  OF 


























































































































































































































































































































THE BROTHERS OF 
DELTA 
























THE  LADIES 




















































. . . 
Carolyn 
Younger  . 
. . 




 . . 
. 
Kende  Girder


























 16. 1963 












































. . . 
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noiieed the new 
fottr.storx  
Artsciiire that
 Amid, prouill 

















member,.  75 of whom 






 t tiii 
auditorium -1 
lio lecture room
 which -cat- 








 earl!.  
childhood






















sodne-ter.  Shire Jam 
2. f firm-
ture ;and equiptnent







and iiff ice- hot the 
ac-
tual 












I.:ducat;  4444 
!ha  h.ion. 
and




























one of our 
main



















ii iii for ob-erviiti  llll
 






 .111 example 




two labs for carl childhood  ...location 
train-
tlie  both 
into an 




































halal  and elite 









111.11 iii Ile eontrolled











counseling  ofces 



















































from  the fourth floor .. . 
















































Playing  the part 
of
 a kitty -cat or 
lessons








 is just one 
of
 the me"- 
or 
skill. 
rids used to motivate 
a class
 of Each 
student,
 'n turn, prepare!: 
mentaly




lesson for a 
certain grade !eves 
sports skills, a group of 
education  The rest 
of the class then







 v school 
children. 
This 
method ls,s been introduced





 makes for primary school 
children  induced 
 enrolled in P.E. 106, 
Elementary  the student to act as 
monkeys  in 
School Methods, taught by Dr. Fay 
Witte and Dr. Jessica Nixon. Th.! 
class meets
 tor one hour of lecture 
and four hours of lab each week.
 



















FOR GREEN FEES 
? WITH COPY OF THIS  
AD 
10TH & TULLY ROAD 
(Sat, Sun. & Holidays excludttd) 
'My 
comical  to see 20-year -old 
etudes ts 
walking
 around on all fours." 









Okayama, Japan is 6,000 miles 
away,
 but if one of our residents
 
wete to travel there and mention 
that 




would be welcomed most heartily. 
This is a result of Pacific 
Neigh-
bors, the sister city affiliation pro-
gram between Okayama and San 
Jose, which, in its six years of 
existence, has grown to national 
recognition and leadership in th,s 




field of sister cities. 
reach. A 
similar
 situation involsed 
Part 
of this extensive program 






 an exchange of student 
high or low each 
child  could walk,
 
ambassadors,
 two horn each city 
every year. 
Not to be confused with the 
American Field Service, Experi-
ment in International Living or 
the Peace Corps program, the Pa-
cific 
Neighbors is unique in that 
the participants are chosen only 
from the San Jose area. Students 
from San Jose State 
College have 
a special opportunity to enter into 
PART TIME this program, since college stu-
dents are preferred. 
Another 
feature  of Pacific 
Neighbors is that 
instead of being 
strictly an 
educational program, it 
is a good wil
 mission and a cultural 
exchange. San 





 & up. 
Service local established Fuller Brush 
rte. Wkly
 guarantee
 available. No in-
vest or experience. Car & Ref. a must 
Mr.  Wilkinson 
241-4119 




































 3 -piece, 3/4 -sleeve 
 
Skirts,  100% wool 
 Sweaters, Orlon

























 til S 
riven the opportunity 
to live with 
fapanese
 families during the
 sum-
ner months and 
to
 lea' n Japanese 
sustorris  and traditions 
of tnear 
7hoice. 
Reciprocally,  two students
 from 
Okayama come
 to San Jose for a 
me year period. 
Yuko
 Kitamum, 
junior English major, and Shinn 
Banta, 
junior business  administra-
tion major, 
are  the participants
 
from Okayama this 
year. The Jap-
anese students are living 
with 
American  families in San Jose, at-
tending
 classes here seeking new
 
experiences
 in San Jose and sight 
seeing as much as 
possible. In the 
summer  they will be 
given  the op-





the  Pacific Neighbors 
San Jose State
 College has the op-
portunity and prestige
 of playing 
I 
an
 important role in 






 (U P I)  
California was 
the  first state to 
study 
effects  of radioactivity
 on 
fish and wildlife





























































Arthur Miller are 
not 




By RON BOTTINI 
Does 
the drama of 
a particular 
society
 reflect the 
society itself? 
Most dramatists. writers and  phi-
losophers readily 
admit a positive 




on this question and 
an-
swer,  are today's




-oriented and sultry themes
 





asserted  Dr. Ruth 
McKen-
zie, S3S 
professor of speech and 
drama, in 
a recent interview. "Like 
all 
art forms, drama is 
currently 
controlled by a 




chief aims are 
to express their 
self









 of Yale 
University,  
where
 she received 
her master's 
degree, went
 on to soy that
 these 




 started to reflevt 
their self-centered feelings in the 




 values. They 
just 
want  to express 
their  isolated feel-
ings which are




 weak themes, 
plots and
 characters, audiences 
are 
"just not entertained,
 inspired or 
uplifted the purpose 
for which an 
audience goes 
to
 the theater." 
A holder











was "tired of 










































































































































with,  but 






wayside.  I'm 
sick and






























for  an area 
in which 
I am an 
expert."
 
Because  of the 
current excess
 of 










Janice  Rapozo, a 
19 -year -old 
sophomore from 
Kapaa,  Kauai, 
Hawaii, helps to preserve the cul-
ture of her native state
 through 
singing and dancing. 
Miss Rapozo, a social science 
major in secondary education, is 
not a newcomer to the field of en-
tertainment. 
As a freshman in high school, 
she joined a church choir that, in 
the following three years, recorded 
four albums for Capitol. 
"The primary reason for the 
formation
 of the choir was to help 
celebrate the Mass. We also felt 
that true Hawaiian music was be-
ing lost so we recorded classic lia-
waiian songs," explained Miss 
Rapozo.  
CELEBRITY SHOWS 
The group made singing tours 
of the other islands. One of the 
highlights was singing at the Ha-
waiian Village Hotel in Honolulu, 














S. 1st in San 
Jose 








Godfrey,  Dinah Shore and Jack 
Paar shows. 
Miss Rapozo worked last sum-
mer 
at the Kauai Inn. 
During  this 
time Paramount set 
up an office 




encouraged  her to 
sign up as an extra and she ap-
peared 
in
 the movie. Later she 
recorded  four songs with the choir 
for the film. 
On campus, Miss Rapozo has 
represented  Hawaii by riding on a 





"I have been asked so many 
times why I decided to 
leave the 
Islands and come to San Jose 
State," stated Miss Rapozo. She 
wanted to leave because she had 
always 
gone  to school with the 
same 
people
 and wanted to make 
new friends. She 
chose SJS be-
cause it is a good
 teachers' col-
lege
 and very popular in 
Hawaii.  
Although
 she is far from
 home 
lie is near
 her older brother, 
l'ouglas,




























 do not 
dress  differ-

































Hawaii  in the
 next few 
years 





































make like a bird 
and flap your arms 
or
 





reservations  on 
all major
 airlines. 









































































































































































































































































































































I   
    n 
FOLK
 






























to El Charro's?" 
"Amigo?"
 




"Eels right on 













 Lunches, and food to 
go 
Special
 Low Price 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ELECTRONIC  PARTS 





Radio  and T.V. Supply 
Co. 
WHOLESALE DIsTRIBUTORS  
CY 8-1212
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National  Award 
National 
recognition has been 
given to 
L.
 Hart & Son Co., of 
San Jose and Sunnyvale, for its 
sPonsorship,  in cooperation with 
San Jose State, 
of the Student 
Management Workshop. 
Hart's is the winner of the
 Na-
tional Retail Merchants Assn. 
 
MOJA)  award for outstanding 
community
 service. 







































!la,:  - 
!keting 
at
 the college. It was de-





 for the young 
and women who 
were plannina rt. 
enter 
the retail 






An unusual  
feature
 of the 
%veal -
!shop is that each student
 is a-- 
signed to 

































 program also in -
Jr., 















As Dr. Weed said in his fit-, 
statement. the S.IS nob.- 
) 
 that 
"speakers  who 
manly concerned i.vith promotin
 
; commercial or purely pers onal II - 
terests should 
not  be allowed 
lelishis lectures by memhers of the 
Dorms  Seeicing 
'store's staff anti by 
leadeis  in the 







 was the fitist Student 












are open for resident 
assistant
 at the men s 
dormitories  
the NRMA in conjunction with the:
 
This year's workshop is to 
be held 
during the spring semester. 
Reader's Digest. Hart's received
 
!during  the 
week of Easter vacs-
 All applications  m -a 
he made 





8 through April 13,  
at the
 Housing f Adm266, 
retail store category. The honor 
 
Last  
year's workshop, held 
it,,,'.by Jan. 11. ApH. 
. he 
is 



















1)..n:1 ;diet -Ilion when Hart's un-










field brought in from 
Concerning  








































































ling speakers, prep.!. 
 
Ily DANIEL DE NNE 
"No one ha-
 ?lie right 
to use 
San 
Jose  Statem f)ildies
 just to 
Ike a speech 
or make a sale.-
 In 
these 
W0111.  Dr 
Frederic
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Publit 





































































PUMTAN  011. CO. 









 and Sun. 
Guys 


































guired tri corm;   :troryiew,. 
Infciitrnation
























































I'll give you a 
fill -In 
on























































































Jose  State 


























































































;VFW on campus  I the 














!Ir.  '  
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S e 00 rental 
applies  to
 purchase pr;ce 























































































HOIA.MAN,  ,N I I. 1..',.1\11.10M3
 
'If I had it to do over again, 













better than I 
expecl  




 Lab in Fort 
Monmouth,
 I get a chance to 
put 
my engineering 
background to good use. 
I keep on top 
of new developments. The
 experience is terrific, and 
it's
 
going to pay id 
whether  or not I 
stay
 in the Army. 
From  
Fort Monmouth I can 
go to a play in New 
York  one 
weekend, and visit Washington 
the next. On my officer's 




()Ulcers'  club. Parties.




 is this: if you have only two years 
to go for a commission. get it. Once on active duty, 




















to let the u 
side 
  I h  




















 to S 
ia.e-theology
 program. 








































oldest and lines1 
pohlir folirSY  
OFFERS 















I. 1qt riff 
Ill 



























(Member Spartan Foundation) 


































, r ... a 
subjects not 
compatible  with thi 
level of religious  edueat  






   
a 
tit .r 


























.n.;.; !are concerned with the whole pee-
!son- not just
 the soul." 
Baptist 




 Chaplain Rut -
ledge's 
Views.
 "There is a place fin 
teaching
 on campus and off," he 
says. In 
line with this tenet he 
leads 













 the mailing of "think
 




induce  students to ponder
 and soli, 
their
 personal






lending  library, and 
with  
























And while you are shopping, fry 
one 
of
 our select 
blends of fine 
imported or domestic
 tobacco. Just 















































































































 acarlemk. and social,"
 says 






He believes that religion
 must 
be heard on 
ciunpus to reach the 
, unheard -from
 individuals. He 
does 
not consider such an 
arrangement  
kU4 ft violation of 
the principles ot 
sepaiation 






 separation of church 
and state 
concept," says 






 Thus he argues
 for a 
department of 
theology, citing 11-,n 
University 
of Iowa as a state -fin; 





























of all 2.300. 
"Their







of tension within the 
campus." 
Chaplain
 Collins. whose 
Sunday
 














But the Rev. Mi. 
Phelps  11O111.\ 
that, religiotisly, some students are 
not yet equipped to cope with re, 
igious questions. 
"They think religion is 'how to 
be good,' " he says. "By this in-
complete religious philosophy they 
can determine 
their  way by read-
ing Plato... 
"People don't take religion seri-
ously," laments the Rev. Mt.. 
Phelps. 
"They don't lake us seri-
ously.
 They don't recognize  
that  























morning  hoot 
the popu-
nf










cloos not always get 
he 
v ; a  i. 
. 
_' iti  the
 zoo's main 
gate 
animals
 and their 
helot -  Inel,y hut eager students 
narn.
 '..






































More  than 
'sib 
























































 s.IS police school 
graduate
 is a 
reflection  of the ct 
forts of professors
 from all fields 




 head of the
 SJS 
Police School. 
"I think you 
have to admit." 
Schimdt said. 
"it is unusual ler 
one department to thank another." 
But, the Pollee School ditector
 
said, the 
credit is also due to the 
professors 
who  teach courses out-
side  the police field. 
Police School training, Schmieit 
said, totals 36 
units.  "One quarter 
of the success belongs to us," he 
said.  
Schmidt referred to 
graduate 
Max 
Phillips, who recently re 
ceived the U.S. Secret 
Service
 
Meritous Award for his part 
in the 




Secret Service Agent Phillips has 
been assigned to the 
Protective  Re-










 former SJS student.
 
Joseph ROW:111, was 
recently ap-
pointer Chairman of the
 Minne-
sota 
Youth  Commission and Depu-
ty 
commissioner,  in charge of the 





Edward C. Phillips, a graduate.' 
of 
1962,




:was named the assistant 
secretary 
;of the US. 
Atmy Managemen, 
;School, at Fort Beivoin Virginia. 
Schmidt exoressod his pride in 
the SJS Trolica sehtxtl, which
 he 
said "is the first
 in the U.S., if not 
in 
the  world, to have 
college  pone:. 
training. But," the police 
school 
director 
added, "the whole state 
college 
system deserves credit." 
41 Years of ASB 
The Associated Student Body 
was originated in 1922, with an as-
sessment of $5.00 















When  the 
















OUR NEW STORE IS NOW 
OPEN AT 380 S. ist ST. 
Ida's




















King Size Hamburger 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































opes, but the Moist', 
!wants 




dents  who 
want  the': 
led to them
 to Mopus s;.:
 
ed, stamped envelope , 


























































 is addre  
where he 








 weeks after the graft , 
date. 
2 FOR


































different  cars are alike 
in one 
important 





Division  of General
 Motors. 
So
 each will 









 is tailored 
















 perky performant., 
and outstanding fuel economy.
 Corv:,1,-
gives you rear engine maneuvoraln I 
and
 sports car flair. The new Coll.,: 
Sting Ray
 can best be 
descributl  




models, there's one Chevrolet 
that will suit





























































a y , 
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Encino,  Penny's hobby 
is 













interests  to the 
ut-




politics and says she is a 
very strong
 conservative. After 
graduation she plans




































































 in electrical engineer-
ing. Lance is 
an
 avid outdoor 
Sports
 fan. A skiing and camp-
ing enthusiast, he is a member 
of the National Ski Patrol. 
Lance is a native from nearby 
Palo Alto who hopes to get mar-
ried and work after he is grad-
uated from San Jose State. He 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































 major and 
student
 government. Corn in g 
from San







democratic  form of gov-
ernment, in its 
fairness  and hon-
esty, even though it 
works  slow-






 plans to complete
 
his 




obtain his teaching cre-
dential for 
history. Being a 
sports car enthusiast 
his  intensi-
ty is 







which  he feels is as im-
important. 
as










that will make a 
Bob Weers 
Bob Weers,
 a business man-
agement
 major, hails from Menlo 
Park and has 
a dandy coin col-
lection. Bob feels 
that
 the most 
important function of govern-
ment is to allow students to 
effectively serve 
their  own spe-
cial needs and interests. A skin-
diving enthusiast, he plans to 
attend
 law school next year. 
Pete Briggs
 











 as a 
voice for the 




tivities. Pete hopes 
to teach 
math on the 
college
 level some 
day but has 
















,ystem are unmistakable. 
"It is my opinion that the Cali-
tornia
 state college 
system can 
ii-velop  into a first-rate college 
ystem renowned in the United 
States and even 
throughout the 
a.orld,"
 he says. 
"Under the Board of Trustees, 










With interests in politics and 
music,
 Hauck also does a lot of 
reading.
 After graduation, he 
plans to 
attend law school in 
the 
evening while attempting 
tee work into some phase of Cali-
fornia politics. Toward this, he 
plans to apply for the 
Corn
 
Foundation internship in public 
affairs. 
Jim Sparing 
Jim, a social science major 
from Paso Robles,  states that 
student government should pro-
vide the students with a frame-
work of organizations to develop 
and maintain 
programs  that will 
benefit them. In student govern-
ment activities since the 
eighth  
grade, he enjoys the work and 
































 He is pres-
ently a  graduate

























toward  this 
area have 
combined 





































































































 tends to 
spend
 more time









 In the college 
community  than 
was true a few
 
years 
ago,"  he 
added.
 








maturity  in the 
concept  



















personal  and 
general 
































































































and  received a 
master's 
degree in 
education  in 1952. 
While 
working  at 
Washington  











provide  services 
to the student 
body in Marilyn's
 opinion A po-
litical 
science  major 
from  Red-
wood City,
 she was 
attracted  to 
student
 government by 
her in-
terest in 
government  and politics.
 
In world affairs, she
 is concerned 
with 
the continuance of 
the 












Estates, he feels 
student 
government  should 
func-
tion  to serve the 
interest of 
SJS 




 of the college
 in public 
opinion. 
His hobby is 
skiing, 
both water 
and snow. After 
graduation,
 he plans 
to
 work for 
his master's





A philosophy -psychology ma-
jor, Al feels that the function 
of student government  is 
offer a training ground for the 
practice and intelligent applica-
tion of American democratic
 
ideals and freedom. He believes 
that every American citizen has 
a strong educational responsi-
bility and should realize the 





Joanne. an elementary (-sloe:, 
lion 
major  from Ripon, believes 
that student government is an 
instrument 
of
 free students by 
which 
they might, practice self-
government and learn to accept
 
responsibilities
 that accompany 
democracy. She was attracted to 
student government by the lack 























































A freshman industrial man-
agement major from  San Lo-
renzo, Mark has sports, music
 
anti  cars as his hobbies. 
Ile  feels 
that it is imperative 
that all able 
students get
 a college education 
in these times. Too many stu-
dents 
don't  realize what an op-
portunity  they have to attend 


















?tient is a 
link  between 
the fac-





 as a brain 
center  for the 
ASH. She became









 the college. 
Susie Sargent 
Planning on becoming a high 








the-  small number of stu-
dents 
familiar  with cut
-rent
 











types of sports, She likes 
working for 
















































































 will be 
required  



























































































































































































































































































































































































over  Cuba is a continuing
 one, 





































 of the 
Cuban  
















































































 rich Katanga province, 
Tshombe



























was shaken out of its 

















equipped Indian army proved no 




Panic-stricken India hastily mobilized all 
possible  defenses as 









 the subcontinent lowlands when a 
cease-fire 
was called. 
'OLE MISS' RIOTS 
On the national scene, the sleepy little town of Oxford, Miss., 
was vaulted into the 
spotlight  when a series of riots broke out over 
the registration of Negro James Meredith at the 
University  of 
Mississippi.  
More than 700 federal marshals were called in to 
quell the riots 
and force the university's acceptance of Meredith. 







 lost one of its most well-known ladies during 1962. 
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, 78, 




















































Britain.  The 
British
 were going 
































































ed for independent Katanga, is 





eyes of U.N. troops. Only Kol-
wezi
 
holds  out 
against the 
U.N. 
forces. Under Katanga Interior 
Minister Godefroid Munongo, 






indicated that they 
will blow up the city as pre-
viously planned by Tshombe. 



















 of firsts, fires, fumbles


























studies  and 
social












 be "in the books" and 
the 
highlights
























way  to the front of 
a line just to sign 
their name 
Uti a 


































Audio  'Visual 
Center  were 
ready
 for the 
opening  of 


















Former  Vice 
President 
Richard 

















said  the Brown
 
administration's  
handling  of 
welfare













won  its first 






track  team was 
named national  
fresh 
champions
 for 1962. 
Student 
Council  got the 




-day  bill, giving 
students an 










re -naming SJS as 
California  State 
College





 body was 
definitely
 not in favor 
of 
such a change
 and the Board 
of Trustees let 
the issue die. 
OCTOBER 
October  opened with an issue
 very much alivecollege
 unions. 
ASB President
 Bill Hauck promised 
the student body that 
plans 
had reached the 




 in the spotlight in October 
as Student 
Council 
first denied, then allowed, the
 band funds to travel to 
Arizona State for a 
football  game. SPUR, campus 
political  party. 
was 
suspended
 by ASB Judiciary for an 
election  violation during 
freshman elections, 





 publicized new fad was staged b 
Markham and 
Hoover Halls when 
residents
 talked to each other over a telephone
 
for 504 
hoursreportedly  a world's record. 
San Jose State made its best 
football  showing by holding Idaho 
to a 12-12 rain
-soaked tie, but lost games to Olsson s14-10, and 
Arizona State 144-8i. Hopes were high for a lIosiss --t'n 
but New Mexico State claimed a 25-13 victors. 
Elaine Halvorsen was named Queen of the 
Homecoming  fes-
tivities and the Alpha Tau Omega -Delta Gamma float won sweep-
stakes honors in the parade. 
NOVEMBER
 
November found coach Bob Titchenal's 
gridders  snagMng their 
first win of the year, nipping Pacific. 24-22. 
The Board
 of Trustees gave the college :irson prolram the 
green light at all state colleges and the 
wheels  began to turn here 
at SJS. 
Hans Morgenthau spent 
three days on campus as the first 
visiting scholar. 
Another "first" came to San Jose State when coach 
Dean  
Miller's crack cross country team 
won  the NCAA crown at 
East Lansing, Mich. Danny Murphy finished second. 
The Spartans lost to Fresno State (20-14i and Stanford 21-91, 
hut 
ended the 
year with a 19-0 shutout over Hawaii.  
Phi  Sigma 
Kappa won the intramural crown,  topping the Cal -Hawaiians, 6-0. 
DECEMBER 
The first of three fires on "fraternity row" burned 
the  basement 
of a Sigma Alpha Epsilon annex and the second fire finished the 
house a week later. 
ASB Executive 
Secretary




with a report on bias in selecting ASB committee members, which 
indicated that Greeks were being favored with committee positions. 
The Christmas break began. but all was not quiet. The SJS 
basketball team was winning games and surprised quite a 
few fans 
by winning the WCAC tournament
 in San Francisco. Post -Christ-
mas news found 
another 
"firstSan Jose 
State's freshman cross 
country team was named national 
champion  to mark the first time 
a varsity and freshman





 Sweepstakes  winner in 
the  1962 Home-
coming 
Parade  




 shown dragging an 
unconscious
 Lobo, the SJS' 
football 
team rival from the 
University  of New Mexico. The parade 
was 























 as it 
proceeds
 on to 
the Soviet 
U.S. ARMS AID 
INDIAIndian  troops 
unload
 
the first shipment 
of U.S. arms and ammunition 
from a 
MATS
 transport at Dumdum Airport 
in Calcutta, India. A 
stream of C -I35 transport 
Union. Fuselage 
crates were voluntarily 
opened  
by the Russian crew











by Russian ships. 
planes from Germany landed at three-hour 
in-
tervals with automatic rifles, mortars, anti -per-
sonnel mines
 and other equipment 






































 ". .. of any kind 























































. I M '10. IS. IIP STRIDER Di-
m 
nit:ye  




 semester's biggest 











their lanes and 
only change 
a hen 
it is sate to 
do. They care-






 a freeway. 
Because  freeway 
drivtne
 nor-










 if their 
cars are not 
reasonably  well 
main-
tained. 
NIost  drivers 
realize that 
Los 
Angeles freeways are well 
policed  





















California  are expensive. 

























 and Brown 
DUNCAN  HINES 
CAKE MIXES 
MORRELL CANNED 
HAM 6 -lb. size 






 t's 1J.UI 
Wednesday. 
January








































































some  of 
the  rea-








majority  of 





















 a never-ending battle to 
a 
population  of 520 
million at a 












































should be married 
before puberty. 
When the first freeways s c re 
Allowing
 for a 
population  of 
48,0
 
built the engineers recommended 
million  by 




















 the dead by means of offer-
ing strip to keep headlight glare 
porting in 1959. fixed
 a 100 to 110, 
out of the eyes of approaching 
million
 tons requirement
 of food' ing 
sacred water 





 warned that on 
ceremony 
at





basis  of a 3.2 per 
cent yearly 
















Monica!  tween supply 







would be 28 million 
tons.  
Angeles with Santa 
Monica
  will 
Edgar 
T. Hoover 
and  An.slev J. 




























pass her population  





 -- when the 
first rather in-. 
This 
word
 of approval, 
accord -











 and  
Inc 
to








1921.  the 
population


















: a rather 


























and 1951. more 
The society 
has issued - in Eng-
area




than  100 millions 
were  added 
to 
lish, 




continent  now 
supports 
15 per cent
















language  has served 
The













 or come 
population growth 
has  put on 
food:  
dia's 















socio-economic  reasons 
world  tongue." 
the  society said. 
"As  the speech of civil
 aviation, it 
has reached
 the far 
corners
 of the 



















next:  yet In-
dia.














 A DUTY 
Marriage is riot 
merely a social 
institution  but a semi
-religious  duty 
in the country.

























































































































































































































































 continue to 
marry  
the 















Coale of the 
Ford  Foundation team 
early. In 
the 
















paneling on top 
of a concrete di- ' per
 cent of all teen-agers
 are mar- 
e'en
 speakers 




























































see a rustic 






























in the birth 
rate 
home a 
"baby  bride" 
along 










 as soon as 1966 may be 
basket
 full of 
dolls,  rattles 
and ! 
sources. 
according  to the  society.
 
















 the immediate ancestor  
ed
 and the 































 to 6:00 
,
 










 for the 
I spoken by tribesmen













 to be reckoned
 with is the 
I 
Sea 







 plan period 
11956-
 






 by the 
1961 
I was 40.7 per 1.000,






















these  people  the 








Saxons   










 per cent 
of
 the total 
tote of 
Population  Studies, 
Dr.  
ulation. 
Birth  control, 








 offers policies 
instb - 
men who stayed on the continent









 is of recent 
origin.
 








ly on the 
All  India Radio: "If 
all 
Realization






































 who were 
driven  
'evolutions,
 strike or 
presumptit  
are completed. 
























































ness possibilities In the West. 
The 
next
























 for carrying 








































 and the 
augmented Ro- from 
missionaries
 from the 
con.,
 
Garant's  premium sales will ri.' 
man Alphabet
















conquest  in 

























 from ');::233 000 to $1.4 
rail-
: ton, D.C., recently. 
Church and 
law courts 
retained  lion. 




Commenting  on charges Of SIMI° 
'114. impact the newly



























 might have on 
ceased
 to exist 
in written
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parte,  1.y 
proportioned  



























































































































































































































































































































 PAUL & 
MARY
 











































































































































































































































































































































































 ONE DAY 
SERVICE  












































































































































































































































pilot  and 
captain  in com-
mand
 is an 
American.  













 planes but 
was  
unable
 to keep 
them  in the 
air and 
leaves













































The Hiram president said there 
was
 "a real 
upsunie" of 
independ-
ent thinking and individualism 
among today's college students. 
"It reflects itself in the political 
temper on campuses. There is a 
revolt 
against  regimentation 
and 
conformity,"  Dr. Sharp said. "There 
is a fringe group of 'beatniks' in 
whom the revolt 
becomes 
bizarre  









































































changing  of 
attitudes
 on 
both  sides 


































































i said. "They gay the ranks of middle , 
"There 
is,
 I believe, 
throughout
 
i executives are filled with people ' 
education  
a drive
 to make students 
who can take 
orders,


















borne  out liy 
a rare bird. 
a survey 




























Hope,  Kalamazoo, 
Hamline.1 









































 t holdsai e  aegfIn'..i .. 
\grades,







* NEW LOCATION * 
si 























take a good deal of 
initiative in 






 an education." 
College must be regarded as a 
higher librars
 circulations,
 more " 
interest











career that starts immediately 
rnents,
 the survey 
indicated.  
thereafter. We may even he 
doing  





tinuing to spoon-feed them 
through 
At the 
same  time,  it was found 
the 
use 




 averages increased  
methods  alone." 
sill 
there  was a decline in execs-
 
The




interest  in extra -curricular at the 
Midwest
 liberal arts colleges 
stivities
 and social 
organizations,  showed 
wide acceptance of 
the in -
"On many campuses, where 10.
 dependent study concept. More 
:ter or the instructors for further 
ears  






sharp  increase ininrrantinn 
sdominated
 student life, they are
 in the near future. 
Television
 Screen 




For ITV Students 
Wednesday,
 January 16, 1963 
SPARTAN
 DARN






































































MADRID (UPD  
Spain's ar 
plication  for association
 in the 




cal indicator of the nations 
'strengthening
 economy and of 
Sptires
 
desire  tor an increasing
 
oast in international affairs, the 
Marques de Nerve told Unitisi 
Press International here. 
"Our nation is solvent and our
 
reserves are increasing at a rate 
substantially in excess of the esti-
mates
 of the 
team
 sent to Span
 
liy the World Bank last year," trie 






that of Direetor General for Inter-
national Organization, said. 
"The
 international experts cal-
culated an increase of 100 million 
dollars in 




the entire year of 1962.
 How-
ever, that figure was reached is 




 of 15 








 reserves he 
reiding  this 
year's  
additions  
now  ' 
diproach one billion 
dollars." 
!Che
 Spanish treasury now
 claims 
tos 
the  peseta backing 
supsr.iir  
Television will be the Saturday 
morning textbook for 
students  who 
enroll in an Instructional
 
Tele-
vision course, The Western Fron-
tier IXTV1f12.1. next semester. 
Composed of 11 television lec-
ture presentations, the course be-
gins  March 2 over KNIV, chan-
nel 11, at 10 a.m. The 
upper  
division course ends June 2. 
Because




instructors Dr. Theodore Hinckley. 
assistant professor of history, and 





have confined reading to a text-
book 
and a historical  atlas. 
NO WRITTEN WORK 
No written work will be re-
quired,
 but two 
essay 
examinations  
on campus have been scheduled. 
Directed primarily to 
Santa 
Clara Valley
 teachers, the course 
IS constructed to provide helpful 
background 
material
 for both ele-
mentary and high school 
teachers.  
According to Dr. Hinckley, the 
course is not a substitute
 for the 
regular History Department 
course, H183. History of the West 
, In preparing the course, the 






graphs to provide visual back-
ground material. Although the 






'movement,  it will go beyond a 
mere resume 





 ON CAMPUS 
Students will have two oppor-
1 tunities to 
meet  with the in-
structors on campus to ask
 clues- 
! lions. The meetings will
 
also offer 
'an opportunity for teachers and 
students 








Old  West. 
Students interested in enrolling 
lin
 
the course should 
contact either 
the 








dollar  as far as 
fiduciary circulation is concerneS. 
The 
Spanish figure is 70 
per cent, 
asserted to be one of 
the  highest in 
the 
world,
 in comparison to 50 per 
cent for the 
United States. 
Spain's application for 
admissi in 
to the Common
 Market is 
expeeted
 
to be acted 
upon  later this year. 
Spain's 
initial
 request is 
for accep-
tame 
on an affiliated 
basis,
 such as 
was  granted 

















































































thinking  is 
condition-
ed to all 




country  and does not in- ! 

















  June 
18 
Return: 







Via Super DC 7.0 Luxury Aircraft 
Complimentary  In- flight Hot
 Meals 
Certified I.A.T. A. Air Carriers Only 
00
 










Nights. CY 54574 or AN 
9-3006  







 may be mail. 
in the 
cashier's office, Adm26.3. I 
brary fines 
may  be paid at 
tis 
circulation 






end of the 
term,  acco,d 
ing to Miss Edith 
Graves, cashies. 
Too 






"There is too much 
secrecy.  and 
there isn't
























 there is too much! 
secrecy
 when the Department
 of 
Labor classifies
 the peanut butter 
consumption of the armed forces to 
keep the actual 
SiZI'  of the armed 
forces secret 
while,
 at the same 
time, the Department of Defense, 
releases this 
figure  periodically. 
She also said there
 is too much 
secrecy when citizens
 are not told 
how





possible  that we have gone too 
far." 
she said. 
"Testimony before the house 
government information subcom-
mittee has 








the power to stamp secriq
 







 of secrecy at their
 dis-
posal: there are more than 30 dif-
ferent levels 
of classification. 
Dr. Rinn said there 
is not to, -
much 
secrecy
 when matters to be 
discussed






with in an open meeting.
 




country  and expect that 
policy meetings,
 such as before the 
cuban  incident, 





down to the 
local  
Mf7171611
































































%sere to be done. 
but  as  a 
begin -
















Pi Omega Pi. 
S.1:4 honorary bus-
iness education f,idernity was 
its 
iiIYItS1 a 
plaque at the Nations'
 
iit convention
 held in 
US-
...ricatly for
 sending a repre 






See us for all your bakery needs. 
Wedding cakes party pastries, 












r.:nn  un'tarlio 




blocks  tram cameos 
CY 
should
 want to fire 
the city m 






























































































JAN. 16th - 25th 
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